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Abstract
The ultimate objective of the Ghana ICT for Accelerated Development (ICT4AD) is to: ‘accelerate Ghana’s
socio-economic development process towards the realization of the vision to transform Ghana into a high income
economy and society that is predominately information-rich and knowledge-based within the next two to three
decades or less. A proposed unified information technology acceptance research model called Unified Theory of
Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) was used. The model integrates significant elements across eight
prominent user acceptance models and formulates a unique measure with core determinants of user behavioural
intention and usage. This paper presents findings of a study that validates the UTAUT model in the subject of the
user acceptance towards an educational technology. In this study, a total of 262 respondents from two medical
schools in Ghana were surveyed for their acceptance of e-learning technologies. The results of the study provide
an exploratory factor analysis of the model, demonstrate satisfactory reliable and valid scales of the model
constructs, and suggest further analysis to confirm the model as a valuable tool to evaluate the user acceptance of
an information technology.
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1. Introduction
The ultimate objective of the Ghana ICT for Accelerated Development (ICT4AD) is to: ‘accelerate Ghana’s
socio-economic development process towards the realization of the vision to transform Ghana into a high income
economy and society that is predominately information-rich and knowledge-based within the next two to three
decades or less.’(NITA, 2012). Ghana’s quest to use the Internet for accelerated growth in schools and the entire
economy is bedeviled with numerous problems or challenges. While some are under control, others appear to be
insurmountable. In his document entitled ‘Ten lessons for education in the developing world’, under the auspices
of the World Links for Development Program- The World Bank Institute (2012) identified ten reasons why ICT
education in Ghana is facing numerous challenges. They argued that “the skills to productively transform
knowledge and information into innovative products and services will define successful knowledge economies.
Because knowledge and information have become the most important currency for productivity, competitiveness,
and increased wealth and prosperity, nations have placed greater priority on developing their human capital (King
and He, 2006). Governments around the world are thus focusing on strategies to increase access to and improve
the quality of education (NITA, 2012). Decision makers find themselves asking key questions: What defines a
quality education in today’s global information-based economy? Has education kept pace with a rapidly changing
world? Are there good models for reform that we can follow?”
That is the reality that African countries especially Ghana, must come to terms with. Because it is not just a matter
of internet use at certain urban or rural areas or schools, but absolute assimilation of ICT into everyday life and
generic activities (Venkatesh and Bala, 2008). A complete adoption of educational and instructional technology is
what can make this a reality. Recent initiative by some medical schools in Ghana to encourage e-learning seems
to be making some progress despite the challenges requiring the need to review the factors that underpin adoption
and use of e-learning technologies especially among a professional group such as medical students. Venkatesh et
al. (2003) published the results of a study that developed and validated a new research model with seven
constructs: performance expectancy, effort expectancy, attitude toward using technology, social influence,
facilitating conditions, self-efficacy, and anxiety, which are hypothesized to be fundamental determinants of the
user behavioural intention of information technology. These constructs derive from eight different user acceptance
models (Stewart, 2006). A major concern of the new unified model is its correlation and consistency among items
of each variable combined from various models. Similar to other prior research models, this model should be
meticulously examined to ensure its reliability and validity (Venkatesh and Davis, 2000). The objective of the
present research is to investigate and retest the UTAUT model to accumulate further evidence concerning the
validity, consistency, and correlation of the model scales for the assessment of the user acceptance of information
technology (Workman, 2007) . Before an explication of the current research method and the results of the study,
the following sections provide a discussion of the model replication to retest the original work and a brief
description of the UTAUT research model.

2. Literature Review
The advancement of knowledge requires the critical examination of prior studies. A model replication or reexamination has been generally conducted in a variety of research fields to assess the consistency, reliability, and
validity of the measurement scales of the previous work. Research can be strengthened by a validated instrument.
The model validation is a primary process in empirical research. However, the model validation in the
management information systems (MIS) research has been inadequate (Wu and Wang, 2005). They raise a
number of reasons why a model validation, especially in the MIS area, lacks attention from researchers. First, due
to rapid changes in technology, researchers feel a need to conduct research with dispatch (Keil, et al, 2005).
Second, theoretical or non-empirical research method that is dominant in MIS research may not require the same
validation. Even though, researchers adopt instruments used in prior studies, researchers must be aware that a
methodological approach may be altered in a new study. The adapted instrument still needs a retest (Subramanian,
2004). With the research confirmation, the inaccuracy in measurement is minimal, resulting in higher confidence
in the research findings (Czaja, et al, 2006). As a result, an instrument validation is vital for the replication of
published research. The consequence from the model replication lies in two directions: explore new findings
(Bagozzi, 2007, Benbasat and Barki, 2007, Chuttur, 2009) or confirm the preceding study (Agarwal and
Karahanna, 2000).
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After all, in order to develop a standardized instrument for a research, Legris, et al (2003) summarized the
research cycle into two steps: (1) exploring the previous study by developing a hypothesized measurement model
from the analysis of empirical data from prior research, and (2) confirming the study by testing the hypothesized
measurement model against new gathered data. The current study follows these two steps. This paper will first
analyze the UTAUT model, apply the constructs of the model to a different setting, and interpret the results of the
study to confirm or reject the UTAUT model as an instrument for future research in the measurement of
technology acceptance and usage.

3. UTAUT Model
For many years, a lot of studies on the MIS implementation have been performed to identify and assess
organizational characteristics that lead to an information system success or failure (Scherer, 2002). At present,
many user acceptance models with different determinants are created to measure the user agreement of
information systems which is an important factor to indicate a system success or failure (Scherer, 2005). Each
theory or model has been widely tested to predict user acceptance (Venkatesh and Davis, 2000; Pikkarainen et al,
2004). However, no comprehensive instrument to measure the variety of perceptions of information technology
innovations had existed until Venkatesh et al (2003) attempted to review and compare the existing user
acceptance models with an ultimate goal to develop a unified theory of technology acceptance by integrating
every major parallel aspect of user acceptance determinants from those models. The eight original models and
theories of individual acceptance that are synthesized by Venkatesh et al. (2003) include the Theory of Reasoned
Action (TRA), Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), Motivational Model (MM), Theory of Planned Behaviour
(TPB), Model Combining the Technology Acceptance Model and Theory of Planned Behaviour (C-TAM-TPB),
Model of PC Utilization (MPCU), Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT), and Social Cognitive Theory (SCT).
Constructs of each model and theories, including the UTAUT model, are represented in table 1.
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Table 1: Models and Theories of Individual Acceptance
Models and Theories
Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) derives
from psychology to measure behavioural intention and performance.
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) by Davis (1989) develops new
scale with two specific variables to determine user acceptance of
technology.
Technology Acceptance Model 2 (TAM2) by Venkatesh and Davis (2000)
is adapted from TAM and includes more variables.

Motivational Model (MM) also stems from psychology to explain
behaviour. Davis et al. (1992) applies this model to the technology
adoption and use.
Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) by Ajzen (1991) extends TRA by
including one more variable to determine intention and behaviour.
Combined TAM and TPB (C-TAM-TPB) by Taylor and Todd (1995).

Model of PC Utilization (MPCU) by Thompson et al. (1991) is adjusted
from the theory of attitudes and behaviour by Triandis (1980) to predict PC
usage behaviour.

Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) by Rogers (1962) is adapted to
information systems innovations by Moore and Benbasat (1991). Five
attributes from Rogers’ model and two additional constructs are identified.

Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) by Bandura (1986) is applied to
information systems by Compeau and Higgins (1995) to determine the
usage.

Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology Model (UTAUT) by
Venkatesh et al. (2003) integrates above theories and models to measure
user intention and usage on technology
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Constructs
Attitude
Subjective norm
Perceived Usefulness
Perceived Ease of Use
Subjective Norm*
Experience*
Voluntariness*
Image*
Job Relevance*
Output Quality*
Result Demonstrability*
* indicates TAM2 only
Extrinsic Motivation
Intrinsic Motivation
Attitude
Subjective norm
Perceived Behavioural Control
Perceived Usefulness
Perceived Ease of Use
Attitude
Subjective norm
Perceived Behavioural Control
Social Factors
Affect
Perceived Consequences (Complexity,
Job-Fit, Long-Term Consequences of
Use)
Facilitating Conditions
Habits
Relative Advantage*
Compatibility*
Complexity*
Observability*
Trialability*
Image
Voluntariness of Use
* indicates Roger’s constructs.
Encouragement by Others
Others’ Use
Support
Self-Efficacy
Performance Outcome Expectations
Personal Outcome Expectations
Affect
Anxiety
Performance Expectancy
Effort Expectancy
Attitude toward Using Technology
Social Influence
Facilitating Conditions
Self-Efficacy
Anxiety
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Longitudinal field studies were conducted across heterogeneous contexts. The reliability and validity of each
construct from every model were measured. For the new research model, seven constructs appeared to be
significant and directly determined the intention of information technology usage. These seven constructs are:
 Performance expectancy: the degree to which an individual believes that using a particular system would
improve his or her job performance
 Effort expectancy: the degree of simplicity associated with the use of a particular system;
 Attitude toward using technology: the degree to which an individual believes he or she should use a
particular system;
 Social influence: the degree to which an individual perceives that others believe he or she should use a
particular system;
 Facilitating conditions: the degree to which an individual believes that an organizational and technical
infrastructure exists to support the use of a particular system;
 Self-efficacy: the degree to which an individual judges his or her ability to use a particular system to
accomplish a particular job or task; and
 Anxiety: the degree of anxious or emotional reactions associated with the use of a particular system.

4. Materials and Methods
The quantitative phase of the current research focuses on empirically retesting the UTAUT model in a different
setting from newly gathered data. The discussion of survey participants, research settings, instrument
administration, and research results is provided in this section. A pretest was conducted to validate the instrument.
Feedback about the layout of the questionnaire and question ambiguity was obtained. Some changes were made to
the questionnaires as deemed appropriate. The revised questionnaires were distributed to 394 medical students in
the Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology in Kumasi and the University of Ghana Medical
School in Accra. There were 294 returned responses, for an overall response rate of 74.62 percent. From the
number of these participants, there were 32 invalid returned responses that had to be eliminated before the data
analysis. The subject of the questionnaire is the assessment of the students’ intention to use e-learning
technologies or Web-based software system used to support flexible teaching and learning in face-to-face and
distance courses. An E-leaning technology is an educational innovation that provides tools and facilities for the
online course management, content management and sharing, assessment management, and online collaboration
and communication between faculty and students or among students themselves.
5. Instrument Administration
The 31 questionnaire items were adapted from the UTAUT study of Venkatesh et al. (2003). These items
represent independent and dependent variables utilized in the current study. Appendix A demonstrates the
questionnaire items to measure the behavioural intention of students to use e-learning technologies. Other than
wording modifications to fit the specific technology studied in this research, no changes were made to the user
acceptance scale. All items were measured on a seven point Likert scale, where 1 = completely disagree, 2 =
moderately disagree, 3 = somewhat disagree, 4 = neutral (neither disagree nor agree), 5 = somewhat agree, 6 =
moderately agree, and 7 = completely agree.

6. Results
Results of the research can be discussed in three different areas: construct validity, reliability, and correlation.
Straub et al. (2004) suggested multiple validation guidelines for the information system research. For the current
study, coefficient factor analysis was used to determine the convergent and discriminant construct validity.
Cronbach’s Alpha was employed to assess the internal consistency reliability. The inter-item correlation was also
utilized to explain the construct reliability. Finally, the regression analysis method explored the relationship
between variables. Construct validity is an issue of operationalization or measurement between constructs. The
concern on the construct validity is instrument items selected for a given construct are a reasonable
operationalization of the construct (Cronbach and Meehl, 1955). For the present research, 31 instrument items
were selected from eight different user acceptance models. These items are classified into eight constructs in the
UTAUT model. For the current study, the renamed abbreviation and descriptive statistics of each construct and
item are presented in table 2.
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics

Scales / Items
Performance Expectancy (PE)
PE1: I find E-leaning technology useful in my study.
PE2: Using E-leaning technology enables me to accomplish tasks more quickly.
PE3: Using E-leaning technology increases my productivity.
PE4: Using E-leaning technology increases my chances of getting a good grade.
Effort Expectancy (EE)
EE1: My interaction with E-leaning technology is clear and understandable.
EE2: It is easy for me to become skillful at using E-leaning technology.
EE3: I find E-leaning technology easy to use.
EE4: Learning to operate E-leaning technology is easy for me.
Attitude toward Using Technology (AT)
AT1: Using E-leaning technology is a good idea.
AT2: E-leaning technology makes study more interesting.
AT3: Studying with E-leaning technology is fun.
AT4: I like studying with E-leaning technology.
Social Influence (SI)
SI1: People who influence my behaviour think that I should use E-leaning technology.
SI2: People who are important to me think that I should use E-leaning technology.
SI3: Professors in my classes have been helpful in the use of E-leaning technology.
SI4: In general, the university has supported the use of E-leaning technology.
Facilitating Conditions (FC)
FC1: I have the resources necessary to use E-leaning technology.
FC2: I have the knowledge necessary to use E-leaning technology.
FC3: E-leaning technology is not compatible with other systems I use.*
FC4: A specific person (or group) is available for assistance with E-leaning technology
difficulties.
Self-Efficacy (SE)
SE1: I can complete a job or task using E-leaning technology, if there is no one around to tell me
what to do as I go.
SE2: I can complete a job or task using E-leaning technology, if I can call someone for help if I
get stuck.
SE3: I can complete a job or task using E-leaning technology, if I have a lot of time to complete
the job for which the software is provided.
SE4: I can complete a job or task using E-leaning technology, if I have just the built-in help
facility for assistance.
Anxiety (AX)
AX1: I feel apprehensive about using E-leaning technology.
AX2: It scares me to think that I could lose a lot of information using E-leaning technology by
hitting the wrong key.
AX3: I hesitate to use E-leaning technology for fear of making mistakes I cannot correct.
AX4: E-leaning technology is somewhat intimidating to me.
Behavioural Intention to Use the System (BI)
BI1: I intend to use E-leaning technology in the next semesters.
BI2: I predict I would use E-leaning technology in the next semesters.
BI3: I plan to use E-leaning technology in the next semesters
Note: * indicates reversed scale.
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Mean
22.63
6.02
5.72
5.58
5.31
24.21
5.97
6.00
6.11
6.14
19.80
6.10
4.64
4.37
4.69
20.44
4.42
4.55
5.52
5.96
21.36
6.11
5.80
4.68
4.78

S.D.
4.57
1.17
1.30
1.27
1.45
4.03
1.17
1.12
1.10
1.09
4.87
1.17
1.54
1.54
1.53
4.41
1.57
1.55
1.32
1.18
3.82
1.22
1.68
2.03
1.58

20.07
5.55

4.66
1.35

5.01

1.50

4.91

1.49

4.59

1.67

11.18
3.19
2.97

6.25
2.04
1.97

2.45
2.57
18.72
6.15
6.28
6.29

1.76
1.95
3.45
1.27
1.16
1.15
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First of all, the correlation among constructs was examined. The factor loading for scale items based on the
VARIMAX rotation is shown in table 4. The highest total variance of the item loading represented 75.55 percent
without the construct FC and items AT1, SE1, SI3 and SI4. As such, these eight items were dropped from the
experiment. Most of the remaining items represented good convergent and discriminant properties. Only items
AT and SI tend to group together. This occurrence could be interpreted to mean that both of these constructs are
attitudes on technology usage. AT is the user’s own attitude toward using technology and SI is the attitude of
people who influence the user toward using technology. Items representing subcomponents of the same construct
were all significantly and highly correlated. Twenty three items were divided into six constructs. Overall, the
constructs developed by Venkatesh et al. (2003) fared well in this replication, even though they were based on
different samples and context settings. This is vital because it indicates the general applicability of these
constructs for different types of research questions. Summarily, this analysis confirms the validity analysis of the
UTAUT model by showing strong correlation for most items belonging to the same construct as in Table 3.
Table 3 Factor Analysis with VARIMAX Rotation

AT3
SI1
AT4
AT2
SI2
EE4
EE3
EE2
EE1
PE3
PE2
PE1
PE4
AX3
AX2
AX4
AX1
BI2
BI3
BI1
SE3
SE2
SE4

Component
1
.829
.810
.800
.798
.796
.101
.098
.136
.138
.354
.330
.212
.384
.061
.038
.071
.105
.115
.156
.133
.227
.255
.169

2
.136
.001
.086
.110
.097
.873
.865
.852
.822
.192
.173
.318
.190
-.151
-.052
-.163
-.102
.248
.282
.289
.071
.169
.070

3
.261
.015
.231
.315
.056
.090
.153
.159
.236
.807
.804
.735
.692
.001
.045
-.118
.002
.267
.226
.189
.124
.112
.056

4
.002
.106
.009
.028
.119
-.169
-.144
-.089
-.094
-.036
-.037
-.050
.038
.885
.841
.792
.651
-.156
-.155
-.172
.068
.027
.088

5
.004
.096
.077
-.003
.084
.171
.141
.149
.134
.175
.193
.238
.089
-.163
-.049
-.128
-.009
.870
.869
.840
.153
.022
.090

6
.079
.168
.136
.073
.119
.098
.065
.032
.095
.090
.115
.096
.063
-.030
.066
-.092
.288
.090
.113
.137
.832
.803
.787

Note: Item loadings on their theoretically associated factor are highlighted in bold.
6.1 Assessment of Reliability
While the construct validity is a measurement between constructs, the reliability is a measurement within a
construct. The concern on reliability is how well a set of instrument items selected for a given construct measures
the same construct. For this study, to analyze whether one construct is independent of and calculated separately
from that of other constructs, the Cronbach’s Alpha method and Inter-Item Correlation Matrix are used. Every
construct in Table 4 demonstrates a high level of reliability coefficient or internal consistency. Note that a
reliability coefficient of .70 or higher is generally considered acceptable, according to Venkatesh et al. (2003). For
the constructs in the present experiment, the numbers of the Cronbach’s Alpha are .90 for AT&SI, .92 for EE, .90
for PE, .82 for AX, .96 for BI, and .82 for SE, confirming the results of reliability analysis of constructs from the
UTAUT model.
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Table 4: Internal Factor Reliability by Cronbach’s Alpha Technique
Construct
AT&SI
EE
PE
AX
BI
SE

Cronbach’s Alpha
.90
.92
.90
.82
.96
.82

Additionally, the correlation among variables presented in Table 5 reflects the self-determining relationship
between variables. All off-diagonal elements are close to zero, representing strong independence of each
construct. The results of inter-item correlation matrix provide more evidence to prove the reliability of the
UTAUT scales.
Table 5: Inter-Item Correlation Matrix
AT&SI
PE
EE
SE
AX
BI

AT&SI
1.000
.272
.578
.130
.272
.413

PE
.272
1.000
.478
-.272
.508
.247

EE
.578
.478
1.000
-.059
.506
.331

SE
.130
-.272
-.059
1.000
-.280
.128

AX
.272
.508
.506
-.280
1.000
.290

BI
.413
.247
.331
.128
.290
1.000

6.2 Assessment of Correlation
Based on the earlier validity and reliability analysis, AT&SI, EE, PE, AX, and SE were thought to be potentially
important determinants of the behavioural intention to use the system. The R-Square value for the model of the
current study is approximately .40, which is relatively high to determine the strength of linear relationship
between the independent (AT&SI, EE, PE, AX, and SE) and dependent (BI) variables. However, after further
analysis in the regression coefficient, the results demonstrate that only PE, EE, AX and SE affect BI, as shown in
the below research model. Meanwhile, AT&SI is not significant to BI.

Figure 1: Research Model
The data from Table 6 shows that the coefficients for EE, PE, AX, and SE are statistically significant (p-value <=
.01). Moreover, PE is found to have the greatest impact on BI (β = .34). The data also demonstrate that EE (β =
.26), AX (β = -.21), and SE (β = .15) are important element to the BI assessment. Finally, the data indicate that
AT&SI is not significant to the BI assessment. Nor is the coefficient for AT&SI (β = -.264) statistically
significant, compared to EE, PE, AX, and SE. In summary, the result from the experiment can be interpreted to
mean that only effort expectancy, performance expectancy, anxiety, and self-efficacy are significant factors to
determine the students’ acceptance on e-learning.
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Table 6: Regression Coefficients for Predictors
Predictor Variables
AT&SI
EE
PE
AX
SE
R-Square (R-Square Adjusted)

Standardized Coefficients (SE)
-.264 (.227)
.26 (.376)
.34 (.323)
-.21 (.128)
.15 (.232)
.40 (.38)

Significance
.64
.00
.00
.00
.01

The findings from the correlation analysis of the current study, however, are found to be different from the results
of UTAUT empirical validation by Venkatesh et al. (2003). In Venkatesh et al. (2003)’s experiment, data were
gathered from two organizations to validate UTAUT and to increase validity of the preliminary test on the model.
It appeared that performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and social influence affect the behavioural intention,
while facilitating conditions, attitude toward using technology, self-efficacy, and anxiety do not influence the
behavioural intention. For the present study, social influence, which is combined with attitude toward using
technology, yields an insignificant effect on the behavioural intention, whereas anxiety and self-efficacy appear to
be correlated with the behavioural intention to use e-learning technologies. However, it should be recognized that
Venkatesh et al. (2003) conducted the studies across technologies, organizations, industries, business functions,
nature of use (voluntary VS. mandatory), and users’ experience. Contrarily, the current research was conducted
with a single time frame, which is the post-adoption period, without a consideration on moderators such as
experience, gender, age, and voluntariness of research participants that may diminish or intensify the relationship
between independent and dependent variables. For instance, in the current study, half of users claim that there is
no pressure or force from professors to use e-learning as a study tool in classes. According to Venkatesh et al.
(2003), the influence of society on behavioural intention will be stronger in mandatory setting. This may be a
main reason why the social influence (with attitude toward using technology) loses its significance when users
have no pressure from others to use the technology, resulting in disappearance of the solid relationship between
this construct and the behavioural intention in the current research model.
To confirm the novel findings from the current study, another experiment was conducted. The new approach
divided the same samples into two halves. The first half was deployed to re-test the coefficient factor analysis and
correlation analysis. The result was similar to the former experiment conducted for the current study. The
construct FC and items AT1, SE1, SI3 and SI4 still caused the crossed loading among constructs. Items AT and
SI remain in the same group. Another half of data was, subsequently, utilized to conduct the regression analysis,
based on the result gained from the first half of the data. Again, the outcome from the experiment is consistent
with the former result. AT&SI is not significant to BI, while the rest of constructs appear to influence BI.

7. Conclusions
Incompetence or instability of a research model across samples may result in an incorrect measurement of
research outcomes. To eliminate this problem, measurement models must be meticulously assessed. Analyses in
this study were developed from the foundations of various models and theories and ultimately generated an
exploratory research approach by providing a statistical basis for measurement assessment and model testing. In
conclusion, the research approach taken in this analysis has yielded three main insights concerning the UTAUT
model replication. First, the coefficient factor analysis proved the acceptable construct validity of the model, even
though some variables and items needed to be omitted or merged in the current experiment. Second, items of each
scale obtained a high Cronbach’s Alpha reliability, while each scale contained a low inter-item correlation value.
Finally, from the five indicators of the behavioural intention of the information technology usage, four factors
appeared well-suited to the correlations for the current study. Particularly, this four-factor model exhibited a
significant degree of correlations between variables. The present research has a limitation that should be
addressed. The original field studies of Venkatesh et al. (2003) to measure the UTAUT model were longitudinal
observational designs across industries, while the experimental replication of the current findings did not employ
the same research approach. The collected information of moderators used in the original model such as
experience, gender, age, and voluntariness has not been accounted for in the current research model. Future
studies to retest the UTAUT model with these moderators are encouraged because these factors may better predict
the usage behaviour indication.
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Although, the UTAUT model developed by Venkatesh et al. (2003) appears to have been acceptably robust across
studies and user groups, the model should not be considered as the final instrument to determine the information
technology usage. The findings reported in this study should serve to remind interested observers that no absolute
research model exists across varying technological and organizational settings. To judge whether an item is
correlated to a construct or whether a variable of the model is significant depends on each context. Nonetheless,
such findings do not diminish the value of Venkatesh et al. (2003)’s original scales or the value of identifying
measures that explain technology acceptance. Instead, they challenge information system researchers to further
explore the specific influences of factors that may alter the behavioural intention to use an information system in
other settings. The present study simply provides evidence that the UTAUT model is an adequately valid and
reliable instrument to measure the usage behaviour on information technology. Further investigation is still
needed. Future research might focus on using confirmatory research approach to revise and improve the
instrument. Experience, gender, age, and voluntariness of research participants are recommended for inclusion in
the future model. Longitudinal observation in different settings is also encouraged.
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